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I NTRODUOTION 

On September 5, 1604, a small open boat sailed along the unh."llown 
water's of the new French province, Acadia. It had left St. Oroix in the 
morning, and on the wings of the fresh breeze had advanced far to the 
southwest along the coast. There were fourteen men in the boat, and 
their commander was the famous navigator, Samuel Ohamplain. 
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The coast along which they sailed was a rocky archipelago, with deep 
bays and peninsulas full of islands and perilous ledges. The land was 
covered with heavy forest. It was surprisingly low for its rugged char
acter. Nowhere was the general elevation more than a few hundred feet. 

At sunset suddenly a bold mountain range appeared in the west, appar
ently rising directly from the sea. Here the explorers landed. After 
Closer examination on the following clays they found that the mountains 
formed the backbone of an island roughly circular in shape, ten miles 
across and separated only by a narrow channel from the mainland. The 
range" is very high and notched in places, so that there is the 
appearance to one at the sea of seven or eight mountains extending 
parallel with each other. The summit of them is destitute of 
trees, as there are only rocks upon them." Thus writes Champlain and 
accordingly he named the island "Isle des ronts Deserts." 

The "Island of the Barren Mountains" proved to be the largest island 
of the Gulf of Maine (100 square miles) and the loftiest piece of land 
along the Atlantic coast of the United States (1527'). 

LOCATION 

Fig. 1 shows the location of the Island, in the physiographic province 
known as the "New England U plane1." If we take into consideration 
the part of this province which is submerged uncler sea level at the 
present time, Mount Desert Island is nearly in the center of it, midway 
between the mountains on the Canadian border and the N ewfolmdland 
Banks. It is suggested that in order to follow the discussion with full 
understanding, the reader have before' him the Lafayette National Park 
topographic sheet, published by the United States Geological Survey 
and bearing on its reverse side an accollnt of the geology of Mount 
Desert by George M. Wood. 

RELIEF 

The I sland is composed of a central granitic mass nearly circular in 
shape and surrounded on all sides with older and weaker rocks. 

In physiographic terms the surface of the I sland forms parts of the 
New England peneplane/ and the central mountainous mass is an 

• If erosion acts upon a region for a sufficiently long time, it finally wears down the 
land to an undulating lowland near sea level. Such a lowland was termed by W. M. 
Davis a "peneplain" (almost a plane), later spelled by J ohnson "peneplane." Hills or 
mountains left standing . above the peneplane are called "monadnocks" afte r Mount 
Monadnock in New Hampshire. 
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FIG. l.-Location map of Mount Desert Island. 

erosional remnant or "monadnock" on this peneplane. The presence of 
the mountainous monadnock is due to difference in rock resistance. 
The central granitic mass was able to withstand the general leveling 
which wore down the surrounding country to a peneplane. The bevelled 
land was slightly uplifted, dissected into low hills and valleys, then sub
merged under sea level. The submergence of this rolling country ac
counts for the highly irregular shoreline with its countless islands and 
peninsulas. 

Before the I ce Age the monadnock was a single east-west ttenc1ing 
ridge. During glaciation this ridge was cut across by ten parallel north
south trending glacial troughs. These troughs are so deep and steep
sided that the ridges between them appear as separate mountains. In 
most of the troughs are beautiful lakes. One is carved below sea level; 
this is Somes Sound, which cuts the I sland nearly in two in the middle. 
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FIG. 2.- Pbysiograpbic divisions of lift. Desert I sland. 

If the sea 'level were a few feet lower, Mount Desert Island would be a 
peninsula. If the sea level were a few hundred feet higher, the low
lands would be covered completely by the ocean and the monadnock would 
stick out as a most picturesque group of islands. 

PHYSIOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS 

Not all of the central granitic area stands out as a monadnock. Th2 
peneplanation advanced far enough to level off about half of the granite. 
In the northern part of the Island the granite seems to be of as resistant 
a quality as that in the .mountains, but the land is low. This granitw 
lowland is still higher than the surrounding weaker rocks from which 
it is separated by a low rim or scarp. ' 
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'rhe southeastern part of the granitic mountains, possibly because of 
some structural reason, is lower and has a different appearance, and is 
referred to in the later discussions as the "granitic hills." 

We thus have four natural divisions of the Island (see Fig. 2): 

1) The granitic mountains 
2) The granitic hills 
3) The granitic lowlands 
4) The weak rock lowlands 

SOIL 

The I sland is in part covered with a sheet of glacial debris, very un
evenly distributed. The mountain tops are nearly barren, but in the 
valleys there are great accumulations of material. There is also some 
residual soil on the I sland derived from postglacial weathering of the 
bedrock. 

CLIMATE 

The climate of the I sland is generally mild, with an average July 
temperature of 64 0

; a January temperature of 24 0 and an average an
nual temperature of. 43 0

• The prevailing wind is from the north west. 
The annual precipitation is 42 inches, fairly evenly distributed through
out the year. 

VEGETATION 

The moist climate, together with fairly fertile soil, fa"l'ors a great 
abundance of vegetation at the lower levels. There heavy forest and 
thick underbrush make exploration of the I sland very difficult. The 
forest cover conceals the smaller land forms, as cliffs, terraces, eskers 
and other glacial forms. On the other hand, differences in vegetation 
often indicate differences in the rock beneath. 

INHABITANTS 

There are about 7000 permanent inhabitants on the I sland, approxi
mately half of them in the town of Bar Harbor. The occupations of the 
scant original population were farming, fishing, lumbering and quarry
ing. N ow the chief source of income is from the summer visitors. The 
population in summer is estimated to be from two to three times that in 
winter. 

A good system of roads and a splendid system of mountain trails and 
foot-paths are maintained. Some of the most valuable information was 
obtained from cuts along the roads. The numerous quarries on the 
I sland were also very helpful. 
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LAFAYETTE NATIONAL PARK 

The beauty of mountain, lake and shore, a favorable climate and 
nearness to great centers of population attract many people. Mount 
Desert Island became a fashionable summer resort early . in the second 
half of the nineteenth century and the popularity of the Island has 
steadily increased. 

Through various gifts, due to the interest and energy of Mr. George B . 
. Don, a member of one of the earliest summer-resident families upon the 

Island, the main part of the Island's beautiful mountain chain has been 
set aside as a playground of the nation, under the name of Lafayette 
National Park::' This is the first national park established east of the 
Mississippi River. 

N OMENOLATURE 

The names of a number of the mountains were recently changed by 
the National Geographic Board upon the establishment of the Park. 
This new nomenclature appears on the United States Geological Survey 
maps aI).d recent charts of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
These names are here used, the former names being given in parentheses. 

The changes are indicated in the following table : 

Old Name New Name 
Newport Mt . . . . ....... .. ... . ..... . Champlain Mt. 
Dry Mt ...... .. .. . .. .... . .. . . ..... . The Flying Squadron 
Green Mt. . . .. .. ... ....... . . . . .. . . Cadillac Mt. 
Jordan Mt . . ...... . . .. . .... ... . ... Penobscot Mt. 
Little Browns Mt . ...... . ... ... . .. .. Parkman Mt. 
Browns Mt ...... .. ...... .. . ... .... ~orumbega Mt. 
Robinson Mt. . . . .. .. . .. . ... . .... . . . Acadia Mt. 
Dog Mt. ... .... .. .... . ........ . ... St. Saveur Mt. 
Western Mt. East Peak ...... .. . . ... Mansell Peak 
Western Mt. West P eak . ............ Bernard Mt. 

The village of Samesville appears on the U. S. G. S. maps as Mt. 
Desert, the name of its post office. 

PREVIOUS GEOLOGIOAL WORK 

Several of our most prominent geologists have visited the I sland in 
past years and .published the results of their investigations. One of the 
earliest papers dealing at some length with the geology of the I sland is 

• Since the writing of this paper the name of the park was changed by Act of Con
gress from Lafayette National Park to Acadia National Park. 
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W. O. Crosby's "Geology of the Frenchman Bay, Maine" (9) ':' which 
describes the outstanding geological features in a most satisfactory way. 

The most extensive study of the Island was made by Nathaniel S. 
Shaler. His results are published in the Eighth Annual Report of the 
United States Geological Survey, Part 2, 1886-87 (25). He prepared 
a geologic map of the island, studied the surface deposits, and worked 
out the geological history. While somE! of his views are not now held, his 
book is still, forty years after its publication, our c:hief source of infor
mation on the geology of the Island. 

G. H. Stone in his great woI1k on "The Glacial Gravels of Maine and 
their Associated Deposits" (U. S. G. S. Monograph 34) does not treat 
of M?unt Desert Island very extensively, but his information on the 
adjacent region is of much value to any worker in the region (27) . 

Professor William Morris Davis published a chapter on geology in 
the "Flora of 'Mount Desert Island" by Rand and Redfield (14) . This 
paper is intended for the general public and makes wonderfully clear, 
even for the untrained reader, the principal geological events in the his
tory of the Island. 

A short paper by Florence Bascom (4) presents a brief but fairly 
complete picture of the local geology. 

Professor H. L. Fairchild in his "Postglacial Uplift of New England" 
(17) uses the ' Island as an illustration of his postglacial emergence 
theory. 

Professor Douglas W. Johnson in his "New England-Acadian Shore
line" (21) gives the most detailed study of the physiography, with the 
most original views upon the coastal features of the Island. The present 
paper is largely a study of the problems raised by Professor Johnson's 
book. 

There are several shorter articles referring to the geology and the 
physiography of the Island, but most of them use one or another of the 
works above cited as a source of information. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

The present study is the result of a summer's field work in 1926, made 
possible by the courtesy of Mr. George B. Dorr, creator and superinten
dent of Lafayette National Park, who covered the author's field expenses 
and at all times rendered the most generous aid. The work has been 

• Throughout this paper the bibliographical references are designated by an i talicized 
number in parentheses, The reader is referred to the Bibliography at the end of this 
paper for their elucidation, 
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carried on under the direction of Professor Douglas Johnson of Columbia 
University to whom the author is indebted for valuable criticism and 
advice. Both in the field and in the office Professor Johnson gave the 
author the benefit of his wide experience. Two park rangers, William B. 
Campbell and Orient Y. Tho~pson, accompanied the author in most of 
his field work and proved to be understanding and helpful guides and 
companions. The author wishes to thank Mrs. L. Hugentobler, Miss B. 
Blauvelt and Miss G. Hargrave for their help in getting the manuscript 
into final form for publication. 

If, despite all the help the author has received, there remain in the text 
phrases which fall strangely upon the American ear, it is hoped that the 
reader will prove indulgent toward one who has not yet fully mastered 
the language of his adopted land. 

THE GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF MT. DESERT ISLAND 

Mount Desert Island as it stands today is a result of all the processes 
and forces operating on it in the past. 'The best understanding of the 
present features can be obtained by tracing its geological history. The 
followiJig outline will serve to summarize events which will be elaborated 
in the following chapters. As the author in his study necessarily re
stricted himself to the field of physiography, the petrographic facts here 
given are based largely on Shaler's work. 

The history of the Island can be divided with some generalization 
into three epochs, very unequal in duration: 

1. The const1'uctive pet-iod, which includes all the time, up to the early 
Mesozoic, during which the rocks of the Island were being formed. 

2. The great denudation to the end of the Tertiary, when erosional 
processes dominated. 

3. The Ice Age, during which the land forms attained their present 
appearance. The relatively short post-glacial time is here included. 

Although these periods may be related in duration of time somewhat 
as 100: 10: 1, their relative importance in the sculpturing of the present 
land forms is rather in reversed proportion. 

THE CONSTRUCTIVE PERIOD 

THE FORMING OF THE WEAK ROCKS 

The first important event in the history of the Island was the forma
tion of the extremely complex series now constituting the peripheral 
belt of weaker rocks. Generally there are more schistose formations 
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west and south, more flagstones and shales on the north and east. They 
are not easy to identify becaus~ of subsequent igneous intrusions, which 
affected these rocks profoundly. Certainly they do not represent a 
single period of deposition and are probably of very different age. The 
"sedimentation-uplift-peneplanation" cycle has been repeated perhaps 
several times. But because the sequence of the beds has not been worked 
out with certainty, and further because from the physiographic point of 
view such sequence is not important, these rocks are treated here as one 
series. The general term "weak rocks'" is used for all pre-granitic rocks, 
which are differentiated by Shaler into the Bartlett Island, Schooner 
H ead, Bar Harbor, Cranberry Island and Sutton Island series. 

£ 

FIG. 3.-The weak rock series. Schistose rocks on the west a nd sediments on the 
east, both indurated by basic igneous intrllsions. The peneplane between the schist 
and sediments is hypothetical. 

The age of the weak rock sediments is not known, but they may be 
Pre-Cambrian. No fossils are found, even where the rocks are least dis
turbed. Similar rocks found in Penobscot quadrangle are tllOught to be 
early Paleozoic (6-map) . 

THE BASIC ROCKS 

The history is complicated by periods of vulcanism developed on a 
vast scale, and perhaps repeated in widely different ages. The sediments 
were extensively penetrated in places by igneous rock, mostly of basic 
composition. It is often impossible to tell where the igneous material 
ends and where the sediments begin. The igneous rocks are a confused 
mixture of intrusive sheets, lava flows, breccias, tuffs, while several sys
tems of dikes can be differentiated. These rocks have one character in 
common, which is most important from a physiographic point of view : 
all offer only moderate resistance against erosion. 
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FIG. 4.-The granitic intrusion. Note the irregnlar contact, with penetration and 
incorporation effects. 

T~E GRANITIC INTRUSION 

The most important event in the history of rock-making was the 
great granitic intrusion. The molten mass forced its way through the 
older rocks, partly uplifting them, partly melting and incorporating 
great chunks of them. The whole mass crystallized into a coarse horn
blende-biotite granite. 

Though less complicated than the earlier basic intrusions, the granitic 
rocks are not of uniform character. The borders of the granite are 
gray whereas the general mass is pink, while in the western part of the 
I sland the granite passes into gabbro-diorite . 

The granitic mass of Mount Desert Island is not an isolated occur
rence. As shown on the map by T. Nelson Dale (12-map), it is a part 
of an extensive intrusion or batholith which extends from New Bruns
wick to Penobscot Bay. (The granites south of Penobscot Bay are 
younger.) This granite mass crystallized deep below the older rocks, 
and the roof or ceiling of older rocks was very irregular:, with masses 
of the roof extending down into the granite, and "cupolas" of the granite 
projecting up into the roof cover. Erosion was not able to reach the 
granite everywhere, hence only the more outstanding cupolas are stripped 
of their old rock cover. Such a cupola is Mount Desert Island. The con
tinuity of the granite below is testified to by the granitic dikes and 
patches in the weak rock belt. 

The age of the granitic batholith is thought to be early Devonian. 
Granitic pebbles are found in the late Devonian Perry formation ill 
eastern Maine, while such pebbles are absent in the Silurian formations 
(2G-p.20). 

FOLDING AND FRACTURING 

Th ere were doubtless mountain-making periods before the g ranitic 
illtrusion . P resumably also there was a great amount of earth mov\'-
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FIG. 5.-Map of Eastern Maine showing distribution of the granite (after T . Nelson 
Dale). Mt. Desert may be a "cupola" of the big Maine batholith. 

ment during the granitic intrusion, and certainly important disturb
ances 0ccurred after the granitic masses had cooled and crystallized. 

During these earth movements the sediments and associated basic 
igneous rocks were thrown into open folds, anticlines and synclines. 
The igneous rocks were cracked into a mesh-work of joints, in addition 
to the original columnar jointing which characterized some of them. 
The flagstones and schists were cracked into minute prisms. The big 
mass of granite offered more resistance. By its nature folding was not 
possible. Most probably it suffered torsional stresses and a joint system 
developed with vertical master-joints trending 8 20 E, dividing the 
granite into huge blocks. There was also occasional movement along 
the joint planes producing faults . 
. The last great disturbance is probably to be correlated with the Ap

palachian Revolution at the · close of the Paleozoic period. It is believed 
that at this time the region was lifted high above sea level. 

LATER INTRUSIONS 

Into the north-south (8 20 E) cracks igneous material was forced, 
(~rystallizing as a light pinkish, fine-grained feldspar-quart;;>: materiaL 
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FIG. 6.- Tbe postgranitic disturbance, sbowing folding, fracturing and faulting of 
tbe rocks. 

forming the "pink dikes." These dikes are common in the granite, but 
not very apparent because of their similar color. In spite of the abun
dance of quartz, they are not resistant against erosion because of their 
prismatic joints and brittle character. 

cS"§ 

FIG. 7.- The dikes and tbe lava flows which probably covered much of tbe surface. 
The dikes are parallel (nearly N·S) and rather even ly distributed. 

More apparent are the dark diabase dikes. These are 2 to 20 feet 
thick, and their direction is so uniformly S 20 E that they can be used 
with fair certainty as a compass. The diabase dikes are less resistant 
than the granite, and exerted a great influence in directing stream 
erosion, and later that of ice. Their distribution is surprisingly uniform. 
There is scarcely a stretch of a mile on the Island where at least one 
cannot be found. These dikes are also present in the older rocks, but be
cause of similar color and the presence there of older dikes, they are not 
so evident. 

THE CONTINUITY OF THE TRA.P SHEET OVER NEW ENGLA.ND 

The size, color and texture of the diabase dikes as seen in the hand 
specimen are just the same on top of Cadillac (Green) Mountain (1532 
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ft.) as at sea level. We have to assume the dikes extended a long way 
upwards. They may e\7en have reached the surface, forming lava flows. 
The presence of abundant trap material in the hi ghest mountains mid
way between the extensive trap sheets of the Bay of Fundy and of the 
Connecticut Valley is significant. Possibly we find here some support 
for the theory of a former continuity of the trap flows over much of 
New England. 

The dikes represent the last important rock-building process on the 
Island. By analogy with similar occurrences they can tentatively be 
assigned to the Triassic period. 

There was a still later effect: a filling of the cracks with green epidote 
vein material. With this closes the constructive period of the region. 
Smaller disturbances occurred in later times, and the diabase dikes are 
often displaced. But the later earth movements of importance were of a 
regional (epeIrogenic) nature. 

THE GREAT DENUDATION 

THE EROSION 

Erosion naturally occurred whenever the region rose out of the sea, 
and perhaps was at the maximum at times when the mountains were 
highest; but it was not always the dominating process. V\T}len the con
structive process ceased, erosion became the dominating process, and 
has remained so up to the present time, except during occasional periods 
of regional uplift. 

We have to assunle that at the close of the Constructive P eriod there 
existed above the present mountain tops several thousand feet of granite, 
a great mass of older rocks, as well as later dikes and possibly flows of 
trap. 

The rain and rivers· slowly wore down the mountains, until the less 
spectacular but untiring erosive processes had destroyed much of the 
work accomplished by the mountain-making processes. "Gutta cavat 
lapidem, consumitur annulus usu." The lava flows, if there were any, 

I 
are swept away; gone are all the old rocks above the granite; and ero-
sion has bitten deep into the granite itself. The same prolonged erosion 
at first deepened valleys, then broadened them, and after passing through 
the young, mature and old stages of the river erosion cycle, produced a 
low undulating plain near sea level-a peneplane. 

THE JURA-CRETACEOUS PENEPLANE 

There are many indications in the eastern United States that the 
mountains of the Appalachian Revolution were worn down to a pene-
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plane in the J massic period or at least by early Cretaceous time. This 
is not the New England peneplane but an older level, which appears now 
only along the Fall Line and supposedly on the top of certain mountain 
ranges (3 ). 

The low lands of Mount Desert Island are a part of the New England 
peneplane, often called the "New England Upland" because inland 
from the coast it rises high enough to give a plateau-like upland. If 
there was an earlier peneplane than the New England, traces of it 
might be found on the Mount Desert mOlmtains. Did the granitic mass 
of Mount Desert Island resist at this earlier time the general peneplana
tion, and stand out as a monadnock; or was it worn down to the same 
level as the surrounding country? I n the latter case, are traces of the 
older peneplane preserved? These are open questions. 

There are some indications in favor of the view that traces of the older 
Jura-Cretaceous peneplane are preserved. Looking over the flat tops of 
the mountain ranges we find that they show a cer tain accordance of 
elevation. (Sargent Mt. 1344', . Pemetic Mt. 1262', Cadillac Mt. 1532', 
Flying Squadron (Dry) Mt. 1268', etc.) Furthermore, the biggest mass 
of mountains in the center (Sargent Group) has not the highest elevation, 
as we might expect to be the case if erosion had been the only process at 
work on homogeneous material in one cycle. Although the flat tops of the 
single ridges might be explained by planation of the over-riding ice 
sheet, the accordance of elevations together with the evidence of the Sar
gent Group indicate that there was an old peneplane surface not far above 
the top of the present granitic mountains. Perhaps this level was the 
ancient Jura-Cretaceous peneplane. 

Near the end of the Mesozoic the Atlantic coast was uplifted and a new 
cycle of erosion was initiated. 

FIG. B.-The New E ngland peneplane with i\ft. Desert range rising as a mon udnock 
above it. Ther e may bave been a n earli er peneplane at tbe beight of the mountain tops. 
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THE NEW ENGLAND PENEPLANE 

If we connect the ridge crests and the hilltops of New England (dis
regarding the valleys as the results of later dissection), we get a gently 
undulating plane, with occasional isolated mountains rising sharply 
above it. This plane bevels aJl kinds of geological structures, and is 
called the New England peneplane. The region around Mount Desert 
Island is a part of this peneplane and the Mount Desert mountain 
range is a monadnock on it. 

IS THE NEW ENGLAND PENEPL.A.J.'<E OF MARINE ORIGIN? 

Barrell (3-pp. 407-428) suggested that the New England peneplane 
was not eroded by rivers and rain, but was carved by the waves of the 
ocean. His evidence consisted chiefly of supposed terraces found in 
different parts of southern New England. He did not state the height 
of the terraces at Mount Desert I sland and they can be projected only 
with due allowance for possible local disturbance. 

If these terraces really exist and are of marine origin, there is no 
better place to see them than on Mount Desert I sland, which was more 
exposed to prolonged action of the waves than places now farther inland. 
Before Barrell undertook his study, Shaler found a number of benches 
on the I sland which he thought to be of marine origin. But a comparison 
of Barrell's figures for terrace heights with those of Shaler appears to 
show nothing more than occasional fortuitous agreements, as indicated 
in the table herewith: 

Terrace levels as described by: 
Barrell in southern New England 

at the head projected to the 
of the terraces 

120 
240 
400 
540 
740 
940 

1140 
1380 
1720 

Connecticut shoreline 

120 
240 
400 
530 
680 
800 

1000 
1200 
1450 

Shaler 
on Mt. Desert 

I sland 
90 

165-185 
220-240 
270-290 
300 
380-430 
480-500 

? 
1000 
1140-60 
1210-40 
1280-1320 
1460-80 
1510 
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Both Shaler and Barrell give wide limits of variation for the altitudes 
of their terraces. The uncertainty of Barrell's figures is still further 
increased by projecting them so far from the areas of his study. Further
more, at both places the supposed terraces lie very close to each other. 
Under these conditions an apparent agreement of the figures would in 
no case be conclusive. 

The author made a careful investigation of the supposed marine 
benches of Mount Desert I sland. The result, unfavorable to the marine 
theory, will be discussed in a later chapter. 

There is some direct evidence for the non-marine origin of the New 
England peneplane : Mount Desert I sland is a nearly circular granitic 
area surrounded on all sides by weaker rocks. Had the peneplane been 
carved by waves, the main attack must have come from the south, and 
the mountain monadnocks, as remnants left by incomplete marine ero
sion, should be more toward the northern side of the granitic area. As 
a matter of fact the monadnock mass is nearer the southern margin. 

SOUTH Mt Desert NORTH 
,-- -~~ 

:~k~:~3~~~}~l~~;;(fr~~J~~h:~. ~ 
FIG. 9.-The actual position of the Mt. Desert monadnock in relation to the extent ot 

the resistant granite area (solid line). If the New England peneplane had been carved 
by waves, the monadnock should be on the northern side of the granitic area , as in
dicated by the broken line. 

(Fig. 9). Barrell's theory of the marine origin of the New England 
peneplane appears to find no support on Mount Desert Island. 

THE PROBABLE EXPLANATION OF THE PRESENCE OF MOUNT 

DESERT MOUNTAINS 

There are in eastern Maine hundreds of square miles of granite most 
of which was very well peneplaned. The question arises: Why were the 
Mount Desert mountains able to resist erosion? 

The explanation may lie in the peculiar position of Mount Desert 
Island, shown on the map, Fig. 5. The granite cupola of Mount 
Desert Island is surrounded on all sides by a broad belt of weak rocks, 
and these we!Jk rocks diverted the large rivers coming from the north. 
Only the small rivers originating on the granite itself carried out the 
work of erosion upon the mountains, naturally at a slower rate. A 
repetition of similar conditions is found on Isle de Haut in Penobscot 
Bay. 
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Another possibility is that the original mass of granite was here 
higher than at any other place in the region. Thus Mount Desert 
Island might be the high part of a high cupola. 

A third possibility, and perhaps the most probable, is that differentia
tion of the granite resulted in areas of varying resistance, and that the 
Mount Desert range represents a phase of peculiar durability. The test 
of this theory is not simple, because variable degrees of weathering in 
collected samples of the rock may be due to purely local causes, and 
afford no evidence as to the behavior of large masses ; nor is hardness 
of a hand specimen any criterion as to the resistance the same rock will 
offer to long-continued weathering and erosion. It can only be said that 
there do exist marked differentiation phases of the granite, and that, 
for example, a finer gray facies is fairly widespread in parts of the 
granitic lowland, whereas the granite of the high mountains is prevail
ingly coarser and of a color varying from red to pinkish gray. On the 
other hand, finer gray granite is found in the mountains and coarse red 
granite in the lowlands. Only a detailed petrographic study of the whole 
area, such as lay beyond the scope of the author's study, would solvp. this 
problem. 

FIG. lO.-The uplift and dissection of the New England peneplaue. 

THE UPLIFT AND DISSECTION OF THE NEW E~GLAND PENEPLANE 

After the New England peneplane was formed the whole region was 
uplifted and tilted to the ' southeast. The sluggish rivers were rejuve
nated, and the peneplane was redissected into hills and valleys. This 
period of dissection could not have been extremely long~ b9cause the 
rivers in the Mount Desert. region did not pass beyond the sub-mature 
or mature stage of development. It succeeded, nelertheless, in lowering
the average level of the weak rock belt somewhat below the granitic low
lands. 
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The same dissected character of the surface can be traced by sound
ings far out in the sea. The shoreline was at this time perhaps as far 
out as the Banks. 

THE I CE AGE 

Wherever we go on Mount Desert Is~and, we are reminded in some 
way of the great Ice Age. The cliffs, the lakes, the soil, even the plants 
and animals, bear witness to this period of the earth's history. 

As the ice advanced from the north, it encountered few obstacles on 
the New England peneplane. The general southward slope and the low 
hills were easily traversed. The first real obstacle to be encountered in 
this region were the Mount Desert mountains, extending in a direction 
transverse to the motion of the ice. We have to imagine the mountains 
at this time as a maturely dissected range with an uneven crest and with 
deep valleys and dividing spurs on both flanks. The ice ascended the 
valleys of the northern flank and spilled over the crest, at first, of course, 
in the saddles, whence long icy tongues descended upon the southern 
lowlands. 

l~ru. ll.-Advance of the ice through the ~It. Desert range. 

For a ·long time the ice carved its spillways deeper and deeper into the 
saddles until it had cut sufficiently deep for more effective discharge, 
despite the increasing thickness of the ice. Such is the origin of the 
deep glacial troughs which give so unusual an appearance to the Mount 
Desert range. Only when the thickness of the ice exceeded the height 
of the mountains were the crests buried under a slowly moving ice sheet 
several thousand feet thicl\:. 

At this stage the ice movement changed its direction. This is recorded 
in the asymmetry of the mountains and in the form of the ice-carvea 
ledges. In the beginning the ice was guided by the direction of ihe 
valleys, which was transverse to the main CTt'st and coincided with the 
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FIG. 12.-The ice over Mt. Desert. The rang·e is completely huried by Ice. At this 
stage the ice is supposed to have moved SE. 

direction of the north-south dikes. Where the ice extended above the 
mountain tops, it could not be controlled further by the topography, but 
followed its own general direction of flow, which was more to the south
east. 

Durin~ glaciation-probably due to the enormous weight of the ice
the eaTth's CTUSt yielded and the region was depressed seveTal hundTed 
feet. As the climate became milder, the supply of ice fTom the north 
ceased, and the gTeat thickness of ice melted gradually down. During 
the vanishing of the ice sheet the earth's crust, liberated from its burden, 
rose again. This elevation appears to have been in full swing when the 
ice melted away from Mount Desert Island. 

FIG. l3.- Vanishlng of the ice sheet, with concentration of debris, and moraines trailing 
. from the reappearing ridges. 

At this stage of the vanishing ice we have to imagine the Island 
somewhat similar to the pTesent coast of Greenland. The ridges were 
free from ice, but in the deep valleys long ice tongues extended toward 
the sea from the vast frozen fields behind. The Island was still depressed 
and the waves of the ocean swept away the glacial debris from the out-
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standing ridges. The height of this post-glacial sea is found to be about 
220 feet above the present sea level, as will be shown in the next chapter. 

FIG. 14.-Mt. Desert I sland at the beginning of post-glacial time. Icp ~ongues linger
ing in the valleys, while the ridges are free from i ' ", 

As the ice melted, it dropped its load. The mountains and lowlands 
were covered with glacial debris, and overloaded rivers started to trans
port and sort the material. Stream deposition of the i~e-carried material 
may well have proceeded on a scale unparalleled at the present time. 

The drainage of the I sland was completely changed by glaciation. 
Some of the old stream channels were destroyed, and the deep glacial 
troughs offered new channels for the run-off. The rivers started to 
remove some obstructions from their courses, but that this process has 
not advanced very far is shown by the many lakes and swamps remaining 
on the Island at the present time. 

Life took possession of the Island again. In the sheltered coves marine 
pelecipods and barnacles of an arctic . type -:ap.peared. Vegetation took 
hold on the rocks; forest cover developed and checked the rapid strip
ping of the mountain sides. Fish appeared in the lakes and wild animals 
reached the Island and inhabited the forests . In consequence of its 
separation from the' mainland, which was even more pronounced in 
earlier times than now, the flora and fauna of the Island are somewhat 
different from that of the mainland and still retain a more arctic 
character. Finally men appeared on the I sland, a not negligible geo
logical agency. Wholesale deforestation, which promoted erosion of tre 
soil, the damming of lakes, the building of breakwaters and especially 
agricultural activities influenced many of the normal geological processes. 

Most of the changes in their end result were very fortunate for the 
present inhabitants of the Island. The lofty mountains and the deep 
glacial troughs with their over-steepened slopes, the beautiful lakes, the 
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deep sheltered bays, the high-cliffed headlands invest the I sland with 
unparalleled beauty, so that it is one of the places most highly favored 
by people who want to r estore body and soul amid the primitive features 
of nature. 

THE UPPER MARINE LIMIT 

As mentioned in the previous section, during the vanishing of the ice 
the land was depressed and the sea covered the Island to a certain 
height. The height of this "Upper Marine Limit" is one of the out
standing problems of Mount Desert I sland. The interest of the question 
lies not only in its bearing upon the general geological history of the 
region, but also in the fact that nearly all g~ologists who have studied 
the Island have expressed different opinions on the subject. 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Shaler (25-p. 1027) carried the post-glacial marine limit up to 5S0 
feet, and he thinks that the sea reached during some interglacial times 
above the h.ighest peaks of the Island, over 1500 feet. His evidence is 
based on supposed marine cliffs and benches in the granitic mountains. 

No one of the later investigators went to such an extreme. DavifO 
(14-p. 69) thought that the marine limit exceeded 300 feet. He says: 
"Beds of stratified clays bearing marine fossils are found on the main 
land up to 200 feet." He arrives at this figure by "judging the relation 
of these clays to the washed gravels and sand on higher slopes." He also 
points out that the submerged condition could not have lasted long. 

Bascom (4-pp. 124-26) places the upper marine limit at 350-400 feet. 
She found that the pt'esent rocky coast shows "(a) Sea cliffs and caves 
and a bench, bearing cliff debris on its outer slope; (b) Chasms bearing 
sand and pebble beach on their upper end; (c) Sand and clay deposits in 
protected places." She observed similar features at higher levels, and 
on this evidence she enumerates the following benches : 

90-100' 
165-200' 
~ jO-2!)()' 

300-340' 

She also found ill-defined benches of doubtful origin at 3S0, 430, 4S0-
SOO, and above a thousand feet. 

Stone ( 27~p. 4S) made a thorough study of , the question on the adja
cent mainland and nearby islands. His upper marine limit is 230 feet. 
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He found round (beach) gravels b~low the limit, and angular (glacial) 
gravels above. The change is rather abrupt in sheltered places on I sle 
de Haut at 220 feet. 

Fairchild (17 -po 628) placed the upper marine limit at 250-260 feet . 
He based h~s conclusions on the nature of the post-glacial sediments, 
especially on delta deposits. 

Johnson (21-pp. 135-40) doubted the marine origin of the higher 
cliffs of Mount Desert Island, including the Cadillac Cliffs. He does 
not give any figure for the upper marine limit, but recognizes the ex
istence of marine forms at the lower levels. He characterizes the present 
shoreline as a young shoreline of submergence, recognizes that there was 
at least one submergence and one emergence during post-glacial time, 
and believes the actual history was one of more complicated oscillations 
of level. 

THE CLIFFS OF MOUNT DESERT ISLAND 

Many of the geologists searching for the marine limit were looking 
for wave-carved cliffs and benches above present sea level. There are a 
great many cliffs on Mount Desert I sland, at every possible level. There 
is even some resemblance between these cliffs and the cliffs of the present 
shoreline. Furthermore, they are most numerous on the south-facing 
side of the Island, which is also the side most exposed to wave attack. 

There is an essential difference between the cliffs of the present shore
line and the cliffs above. The present shoreline, with few exceptions, 
lies entirely in the weak rock belt, whereas the cliffs on land are mostly 
in the granite. In the few places where the granite is exposed to wave 
attack, it is a rather surprising fact that the granite does not tend to 
form steep cliffs, but slopes rather gently under sea level. The two types 
of granitic shoreline-the Baker I sland type (which is entirely fl at and 
has a boulder beach above sea level, see Fig. 31), and the Bass Harbor 
type (which consists of thunder holes alternating with ridges but 
slightly altered by wave action, see Fig. 35)-will be discussed later, but 
neither of them bears any similarity to the granitic cliffs in the moun
tains. The high cliffs of the southeastern shore do not belong strictly to 
the granitic shoreline because they are on the contact zone of the granite 
with the weak rocks. 

When we examine closely the cliffs in the mountains, we find vertical 
walls sometimes hundreds of feet high. They do not seem to be related, 
however, to any particular level; in fact , if one selects at random any 
level, there can usually be found cliffs at that level. O'n such grounc18 
almost any level can be regarded as an ancient shoreline. 
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The most characteristic feature of a marine cliff is the well-defined 
base at a persistent level. If the present shoreline were elevated, nobody 
could fail to recognize it by the persistency of its level; but the most 
striking feature of the cliffs in the mountains is their lack of persIstence 
at a given elevation. Their bases instead of lying in a horizontal plane, 
are nearly always sloping. 

The presence of cliffs in the mountains can be fully accounted for by 
regarding them as the work of the continental ice sheet. Some of the 
cliffs are clearly the over-steepened sides of glacial troughs. The steep 
cliffs of the mountain sides facing south are reasonably explained as the 
result of glacial plucking. 

---Ice movement----.,..,.. 

Crevasses 

FIG. l5.-Shock and lee action of 
ice moving over a hill. 

- Ice movement ------c>--

FIG. l6.-Formation of g iant steps, cliffs 
and chasms. The stOSB s ide will be 
smoothed and the crest pushed slightly 
forward. 

GIANT STEPS 

The granite of Mount Desert Island is separated into huge, regular 
blocks, with straight vertical and slightly curved, more or less horizontal 
joints. As a result of this, while a mountain may show a very smooth 
roche moutonnee form on its northern slope, on the southern slope the 
surface is apt to be cliffed in huge steplike terraces, for which the local 
name, "giant steps," is here used. The formation of giant steps is shown 
in Fig. 16. Because the joint planes of the granite are never exactly 
horizontal, the giant steps are also sloping; and this is the reason their 
bases are rarely horizontal-as they would be if waves had carved them. 

CHASMS 

'l'here are a great many chasms in the granitic mountains, and these 
have been explained (4-p. 125) as significant of marine action such as 
has formed the chasms of the present shore. There is an important differ
ence, however: the chasms of the present shore are perpendicular to the 
direction of the shoreline (Fig. 38), but in the mountains the chasms 
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are usually parallel to the base of the cliffs. They represent imperfectly 
developed giant steps, where the rock, forming the outer wall of the 
chasms, has not been fully removed by ice, but only moved a little dis
tance away, as shown in Fig. 16. In other words, these chasms are 
widened cracks. The marine chasms are derived from removal of the 
rock material between two parallel joints. 

There are also chasms which originated in post-glacial time. The over
steepened slopes in the granite have a very imperfect equilibrium; big 
masses of rock become easily parted from the parent ledge and slide 
downward upon the sloping joint planes by their own weight, aided per
haps by frost, snow, or the pressure of the roots of trees. The origin of 
these chasms is usually easily recognizable. 

THE TILTED ROCK 

There is a feature on the eastern slope of the Cleft which has re
peatedly been referred to by the advocates of the marine origin of the 
cliffs (25-p. 1019, 4-p. 126). The Tilted Rock is a detached mass, 
separated by a chasm from the main ledge, and the uppermost stone of 

FIG. 17.-The Tilted Rock. 

this mass is turned from its original position about 60 degrees. This 
torsion has been attributed to the action of waves. Johnson (21-p. 135) 
recognized the non-marine origin of this rock, and the author's examina
tion confirmed Johnson's opinion. From thQ diagram, Fig. 18, it is 
clear that the force which turned this rock did not act from below, as a 
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marine origin would postulate, but from above. The most natural ex
planation is that snow accumulated in the triangular wedge above the 
rock, and its weight was more than sufficient to turn the rock around. 
That the force required to do this was not necessarily too formidable is 

FIG. IS.- Tbe Tilted Rock as seen from 
above. Tbe diagram sbows tbat the turn
ing force acted from above (snow pres
sure) nnd not from below (waves ). 

shown by the faet that the children of Otter Creek objected to the dis
orderly behavior of this rock and threw it Clown from its pedestal. But 
the park officers did not want to lose one of the interesting features of 
the I sland, and replaced the rock in its tilted position. 

THE CADILLAC CAVE 

Another case, cited by Shaler and Bascom as proof of former marine 
action, is a cave at the base of Cadillac Cliffs. Cadillac Cliffs are on the 
eastern slope of the Gorham Mountains and haye a N -S trend. The base 
vi the cliff starts at an elevation of 180 feet and rises to 300 feet. At an 
elevation of 260 feet (determined by barometer) is a cave at the base of 
the cliffs, in the back part of which are gravels and round boulders, lying 
on the flMr . A.t first glance there seems to be some resemblance to the 
existing sea cav~s, although most of the sea cayes on the present shore are 
formed in the weak rocks and not in the granite. The Cadillac Cliffs can
not safely be regarded as of marine origin: as Johnson (21-p. 136) 
pointed out, the base of the cliffs is not persistent enough in level. On the 
other hand, they can be fully accounted for by glacial action. This par
ticular site seems to be the side wall of the glacier coming from the Tarn. 
The glacier was moving parallel with the cliffs, and it is easy to imagine 
that the ice loosened a wedgelike block from the nearly vertical wall and 
moved it slightly, leaving the rift in the rear (Fig. 19). Another possi
bility is that the rift may have resulted from slipping in post-glacial 
time. IN e find similar features all over the I sland in every stage of de
velopment, especially along the eastern wall of Champlain (Newport) 
:Moun tain. 
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BEACH DEPOSITS 

Johnson noted the &currence of true elevated beaches at low levels. 
These are represented by sand and gravel deposits, one of which near 
Mr. Dorr's residence shows indistinct ridges, tentatively interpreted by 

FIG. 19.-The Cadillac Clilfs. 

Johnson as beach ridges. Elsewhere there are sand and gravel deposit::;, 
the nearly level upper surfaces of which may be due to wave truncation. 
vVhatever the true origin of these obscure forms, they are all far below 
the upper marine limit, and give us no aid in determining that limit. 

DELTA DEPOSITS 

Davis and Fairchild based their upper marine limit on the height of 
certain delta deposits. Well assorted delta sands and gravels are foupd 
on the I sland at several places, the best exposures being along Stanley 
Brook, where they reach an elevation of 150-200 feet. 

If a clear upper limit for the delta deposits could be found, a fairly 
sharp upper marine limit might be determined. All the pits and quarries 
along the roads of the I sland were carefully exami~ed, but the result was 
not wholly satisfactory. Stratified sands were observed in a number of 
pits ranging from 80 to 500 feet in ele,ution; these are less well shati-
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• fied at the higher levels, better at the lower levels; but the transition is 
so gradual that no distinct limit could be found. The higher deposits do 
not show true delta structure; but this is equally true of some of the 
lower. In many cases the exposures were not sufficiently clear to make 
the structure evident. Even where an unequivocal deposit, like that so 
well exposed along Stanley Brook, permits the fixing of a marine limit, 
this is only the marine limit for the period when that particular deposit 
was laid down. It may well be appreciably below the upper marine 
limit. In general it may be said that the evidence available seems to 
carry the marine waters well up toward 200 feet, and possibly above 
that level; but it does not seem to :fix the upper limit with precision. ':' 

FOSSILS 

Marine fossils of an Arctic type-such as Saxicava 1'ugosa Lam. val'. 
arctica L., Leda a1'ctica Dawson (?), Macoma calcwrea Chemnitz-were 
found at Birch Brook, near Seal Harbor, at an elevation of 120 feet, 
in blue clays overlain by stratified gravel. Similar fossils were located 
at Little Hunter's Brook, at an elevation of 80 feet, and at Goose Cove 
near sea level (7 -po 400). This signifies that the shoreline was above 120 
feet in times when arctic conditions still prevailed. Certain of the 
stratified gravels above the blue clays are rather puzzling, and perhaps 
the fossiliferous clays represent not post-glacial time but some inter
glacial period. Altogether the evidence of fossils does not give a reliable 
clue to the post-glacial upper marine limit. 

WASHED SURFACES 

There are no cliffs sufficiently persistent in their altitude and shape 
to be regarded as sea cliffs. If the sea was once at a higher level, it must 
have been only for a very short period, and the rising of the land must 
have been rapid. De Geer (15 and 16) in Scandinavia found a rate of 
emergence of half a foot per year after the vanishing of the ice. In case 
the emergence of New England was similarly rapid, it is easy to under
stand why the waves were not able to cut benches into the Mount Desert 
granite. The only thing the waves succeeded in doing was to remove the 
glacial till from the well-exposed places. 

• Since the writing of this paper there has been published a report by Antevs entitled: 
Late Quaternary Changes of Level in Maine (2-p. 320). Antevs places the upper marine 
limit a t 240 feet in the r egion of Mount Desert Island, based upon Fairchild's report 
and his own observa tions on the adjacent mainland. Antevs used mostly as evidence 
"wash plain" of gravel a nd sand a t higher elevations. 
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There is not a trace of soil or even gravel on most exposed parts of 
the present shoreline. Every hilltop or ridge crest that was once an out
'standing ledge confronting the full force of waves during a higher stand 
of the sea, likewise has little chance of retaining glacial till today. This 
does not apply to hillsides, because material of glacial origin could later 
be washed down from above the marine limit. Accordingly the hilltops 
and ridge crests on the eastern and southern parts of the Island were 
examined for the presence of glacial gravel and a sample was taken of 
the usually present soil. Where the soil is of glacial origin, its material 
may be different from the bedrock; where it derives from the weathering 
of the bedrock, it must show the same constituents. The soil samples 
were examined under a binocular microscope. If there were granite 
particles found on a well exposed hilltop composed of weak rocks, it 
seemed safe to assume that it was transported there by the ice. Weak 
rock particles on hilltops composed of granite were conclusive only if no 
weak rock inclusions or intrusions were present on those particular hill
tops. The same principle applies to gravels, with the additional evidence 
that the gravel of glacial origin is likely to be better rounded than the 
gravel derived from recent disintegration of the bed rock. 

Outside the lowlands (discussed later) the lowest well-exposed hilltop 
where glacial material was found was Flying Mountain, at an elevation 
of 270 feet. Although the summit of the hill is composed of a basic 
rock, there were a number of round granite pebbles on its top, even in 
the most exposed localities. The highest hilltop with distinctly residual 
soil devoid of foreign materials, is south of Bar Harbor, at an elevation 
of 220 feet. If one considers that the action of the waves would wash ' 
material higher than the actual sea level, the upper marine limit must 
be nearer the lower figure, around 220 feet, or even 240 feet. 

The best illustration of washed surfaces is at Asticou Hill. This hill 
has a well-exposed crest which descends steplike to the sea. On the top, 
at 460 feet, there is a great abundance of glacial gravel, which continues 
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FIG. 20.- Proflle of Asticou Hill. The minor 
hill (220 feet) is swept clean of glacial 
material. 

down the slope to 200 feet. There is a minor hilltop at about 220 feet, 
and this is swept entirely clean of glacial material. At 80 feet the 
glacial gravel appears again. This latter was probably able to with
stand removal by the waves because of the protection afforded by out-
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lying islands and possibly also because of the presence of initially thicker 
glacial deposits at the lower levels. Two characteristic pictures (Figs. 21 
and 23) show well the difference between the clean-swept and the debris-· 
covered surfaces. 

FI G. 21.- Granite sm·face in the mountains above the marine limit, showing 
glacial material. 

In studying the washed surfaces certain precautions have to be taken. 
I was puzzled at several places b y the presence, contrary to all expecta
tions, of little round pebbles one-half inch in diameter of different ma
terial from the bedrock on well exposed ledges at very low ele\'ations. 
After a visit to the little island, the H op, the mystery was sol \-ed . This 
island is the fayorite gathering place for sea gulls, and the little round 
pebbles, chiefly of white quartz, were fOlmd in an environment which 
left no doubt that they were the stomach ston es of the gulls. 

Care must also be taken to consider only those pebbles found 0 0 the 
exposed side of the hilltop. There is usually an accumulation or gravel 
on the leeward sides. On the P orcupine I slands, fOT example. glacial 
depo its persist on the northern sides at present sea level. 

It is interesting to note that when Stone (27-p. 4:8) wanted to cle t~T

mine tIl e marine limit on I sle au H aut he looked for roun d pebbles 
below the marin e limit. Th e author looked for round pebbles abol'e 
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the marine limit. Stone compared beach gravel with the .less rounded 
glacial gravel in the sheltm·ed places, while the author compared glacial 
gravel with the still more angular residual gravel of weathering on the 
e:/;posed places. The method of Stone was not adaptable to Mount De3ert 

F'lG. :22.-Granitic slirface swept clean at lo"-el' levels , below the Dla l'ine Jimit. 

Island because most of th:) sheltered valleys are covered with deep soil 
and forests. 

Although the e\'idence of the wave-washed cliffs is fairly clear in plac
ing the upper marine limit at or a little above 220 feet, there are two 
forms of evidence which might seem to contradict this figure. First, 
fluvio-glacial deposit are found in the valleys down to 80 feet. Their 
nature and position do not admit any other interpretation than that they 
were formed on dry land by melting waters from the ice. This would 
mean that at the t.ime of melting the I sland was dry at lea t down to the 
80 foot level. Th e two figures can be bro~lght into accord if we asmme 
that ice tongues lingered long in the valleys when the ridges were free 
of ice. Similar conditions now prevail in Greenland. The melting of 
the ice tongues at the time when the Island had arisen pronuce::l the 
fluvio-glacial deposits now found at lower levels than the upper marine · 
limit. Are-advance of the ice would produce a similar effect, but there i 
no other cvidence that this has occurred. 
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The other apparently contradictory evidence is the abundance of 
glacial gravel on the lowland, even on such well exposed places as, for 
example, the Cranberry Islands. Here we may assume that the big 
waves were broken on the shelving sea bottom before they reached the 
shore, and that the smaller waves were not able to remove the greater 
amount of glacial material characteristically found on the lowland 
areas. Only the thinly buried, well exposed hilltops adjacent to steep 
slopes could be swept clean of debris during the short time the rapidly 
rising land was exposed to wave action. 

FEATURES DUE TO GLACIAL EROSION 

A number of features due directly or indirectly to glacial erosion, 
such as 1'OChes moutonnees, plucked cliffs, giant steps and chasms, are 
discussed in a previous section; so also are some special features, such 
as the Tilted Rock and the Cadillac Cliffs, because of their direct bearing 
upon the question of the upper marine limit. 

'l'I'IE GLACIAL TROUGHS 

The most peculiar features of the Mount Desert Mountains are the 
long narrow notches across the range, giving the impression that the 
mountains are composed of N-S trending structural ridges. 

Closer examination shows that the ridges are not of structural origin, 
but are erosion features in a homogeneous granitic mass. The typical 
U-shaped form of the deep notches leaves us in no doubt about the 
nature of the agency which performed this erosion. These notches 
are typical glacial troughs, as was recognized by Sh~ler (25-p. 1008) . 

Glacial troughs are common features of local glaciation, frequently 
radiating out from the center of a high mountain mass. The glacial 
troughs of Mount Desert are strictly parallel, and have no relation to 
any possible local center of ice accumulation. . The continental ice sheet 
did not commonly form troughs, but under special conditions it did so. 
The conditions responsible for the forma.tion of troughs on the Island 
may be summarized as follows :-
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MOlln t Desert Island 

As the continental ice sheet advanced from the north, it encountered 
an obstacle in the form of an elongated mountain mass with crest trans
verse to the ice movement. The mountain mass was at this time in the 
mature stage of development, with deep-cut valleys and an uneven 
crest. The valleys trended in a general N-8 direction, transverse to the 
crest; but parallel to the direction of main joints and dikes. As the 
ice advanced from the north, it utilized the N -8 valleys, spilling across 
the crest of the range in saddles on the divide, and deepening valleys 
and sadclles into glacial troughs. 

The most apparent thing in these troughs is their regular arrange
ment. There are eight deep troughs in a stretch of twelve miles, one to 
about everyone and a half miles. It is not probable that the sadclles on 
the pre-glacial mountain crest were placed so evenly. Initial notches 
developed probably in each sadclle, but only those notches were able to 
develop fully which had a sufficient supply of ice. Where the saddles 
were too close to each other, the more advantageously placed ones were 
able to discharge most of the ice and only imperfect notches developed in 
the less favorable pla~es. There are about six to eight imperfect troughs 
·or notches on the Island, representing every stage of development. 

THE LAKES 

Where the ice passed through the narrow troughs, its rate of motion 
was more rapid than elsewhere. This meant increased erosion power at 
the narrowest places just as streams and currents deepen their channels 
in narrows. As the ice vanished from the deep places, lakes were left 
behind. The lakes, enclosed in the narrow parts of the valleys, are the 
most attractive features of the Island. 

During the vanishing of the ice the troughs were filled with ice 
tongues for a long time, and glacial debris was deposited at their south
ern ends. This material helped to fill the lake basins at the south, and 
pushed the lakes rather toward the northern part of the troughs. Arti
ficial dams also help to keep them at their present level, but their original 
basins are carved directly in the bedrock. 
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FIG. 24.-Somes Sound looking south. An example of a submerged glacial trol-Jh , 01' 

fjord. Excepting the Hudson River gorge, Somes Sound is the only fj ord 
of the eastern United States. 

In one instance (Somes Sound) this over-deepening went so far down 
that the trough is at the present time submerged under sea level. Sub
merged glacial troughs are termed fj01·ds. The word "submergence" 
does not necessarily imply actual change in the sea level. It is well 
known that ice streams are able to cut their channels below sea level, 
and that when the ice vanishes, the sea may enter the abandoned glacial 
channels without any change in sea level. 

Somes Sound is the only true fjord (although a poorly developed one) 
besides the Hudson River Gorge in the eastern United States (21-p. 
103). The entrance to Somes Sound is 41 feet, the middle part of it 
153 feet deep. If the land should emerge about 50 feet, Somes Sound. 
would be transformed into a lake like those occupying the other troughs. 

THE ASYMW[ETRY OF THE MOUNTAINS 

One of the most noticeable features of the ridges is that they have a 
smooth, western slope and a cliffed, eastern slope. This asymmetry is 
prevalent all over the Island, but is most characteristic in the western 
part, and slight in the southeastern granitic hills (see the mountain on 
the left side of Fig. 24). 
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Asymmetry of ridges may be due to several causes, including geologi
cal structure, differences in frost action, in local glacial erosion, in insu
lation or in amount of vegetation, as well as to the deflective influence 
of the earth's rotation. On the Mount Desert range the rocks are of 
homogeneous granite, with no such joint structure as could produce 
the asymmetry noted. The effect of the earth's rotation would in many 
cases be the reverse of that observed. There is no great difference in 
frost action, insulation or vegetation on opposite slopes. As the most 
plausible explanation of the asymmetry we may assume the action of the 
ice in smoothing stoss and plucking lee slopes. 

If we examine the smooth and cliffed ledges of the mountains, we 
find that the cliffing is not on the southern side, as one would expect if 
aU the ice moved from north to south like that in the restricted troughs, 
but on the southeastern side. Certain deep glacial grooves on the moun
tains gave also a southeasterly direction. Where the granite is freshly un
coyered, it shows a finely polished surface with well prese rved striations. 
Unfortunately the striations are weathered off from the barren moun
tain tops, where only the polished surface is preserved on some of th e 
harder quartz grains. 

The direction of the glacial striations was measured at many points 
and a map (Fig. 25) compiled which includes results of previous meas
urements by Shaler (25-map). The map shows-aside from smaller 
irregularities-that the general directions of ice movement at the time 
the glacial striations were made was not the southeasterly direction of 
the roches moutonnees and grooves, but the nearly N-S direction of the 
glacial troughs. The 1·oches moutonnees and grooves on the tops of the 
mountains show the direction of movement when the ice passed freely 
over the mountain tops. Presumably the glacial striations show the 
direction of movement in the last stages of glaciation. 

As long as the ice was thin at the beginning of glaciation the direc
tion of its movement was guided by the pre-glacial, nearly N-S valleys, 
in the place of which deep glacial troughs were carved. When the ice 
grew thicker and extended above the mountain tops, the direction of 
movement changed from a nearly N-S to a NW-SE direction. This ice 
movement smoothed the ascending slopes and cliffed the descending sides, 
thereby making the western walls of the already established N-S glacial 
troughs steeper than the eastern walls. 

These differences in local directions do not necessarily imply an actual 
change in the general direction of the ice movement. It is conceivable 
that the general direction of ice advance during all this period was to the 
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FIG. 25.- Tl'end of the glacial striations on Mt. Desert Island. 
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southeast, but that when the ice was thin, it was more influenced by the 
N-S trending topography. Since in the bottoms of the glacial troughs 
the ice had to move in the direction of the channels at all times, there 
must have been during maximum glaciation a twist in the ice, a south
east direction in the upper mass of ice and a nearly N-S direction in the 
bottoms of the troughs. As the bottom ice left the glacial troughs at 
their southern outlet, it maintained its N-S direction for a while, and 
this explains the absence of asymmetry in the southern granitic bills. 
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'rhe higher members of these hills, as Day Mountain, are just as asym
metrical as the northern mountains. 

It is noteworthy, however, that the glacial striations do not show the 
NW-SE direction in the northern part of the Island, which was scratched 
before the ice entered the mountains. This may be interpreted as an 
actual change in the direction of the ice movement to a nearly N-S 
direction during the later stages of glaciation. 

THE TREND OF THE TOPOGRAPHY 

The ice tends to deepen and straighten the valleys which conform 
with its direction more than the valleys across it, and it develops a trend 
of the topography which can be mistaken for the structural trend. The 
glacial and structural trends are often superimposed one upon the other; 
sometimes one is stronger; sometimes the other; and somet~es, if they 
are equal in strength but at right angles as to direction, the topography 
develops a peculiar checker-board effect. 

On Mount Desert Island, in the granitic mountains the structural and 
glacial trends coincide, but in parts of the weak rock belt the structural 
trend is locally transverse to the ice direction and a real checker-board 
topography is formed. This feature is especially marked in the south
western part of the Island. The topographic map shows it clearly. In 
other parts of the I sland the glacial trend is the prevailing one. The 
tendency of the ice to flow around the two sides of the mountain is well 
expressed in the topography. Note the southwest trenel of the region 
around Bartlett Island, changing to south at Seal Cove. 

r- T HE QUESTION OF LOCAL GLACIATION 

The most characteristic features of local glaciation are cirques, the 
semi-circular hollows excavated by the heaelwarel erosion of local glaciers. 
North of Upper Hadlock Ponel on Sargent Mountain we find two hol
lows which suggest this origin. Both are"very crude in form and far 
from being typical cirques, but we should recognize the possibility that 
cirques were actually formed in this regioll. 

It was probably a very long time after the climate turned cold in the 
beginning of the I ce Age before the continental ice sheet arrived on 
Mount Desert. During this time the climate of Maine may well have 
been colder than that of Alaska today, where even lower mountains 
than Sargent Mountain have glaciers. 

It seems less probable that cirques originated at the time of the 
vanishing of the ice sheet. The cirque form appears to have been par-
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tially destroyed by later ice invasion, and the half of the northwe~~eru 
cirque is cut through by a glacial notch. From the studies of De Geer, 
Antevs and others we judge that the vanishing of the ice sheet was a 
rather rapid process. The ice front retreated from a hundred to a 
thousand feet in a year, indicating that the climate became rapidly 
warmer and that it wa already warm while there ~as still ice present. 

Ii I G. 2G.- Cirques in the Sargen t :Moun ta il} gro up. 

Sargent .iVIOlmtains constitute the central big g roup of mountains on 
the Island, and the most favorable place to obsene cirque development. 
It is peculiar that no ci rques are present on thei r northern flank. We 
may perhaps assume strong north winds throughout the year when the 
continental ice sheet was not far away. Similar strong winds are blow
ing outward from the continental ice sheet of Greenland, and from the 
Antarctic . . Such a wind would blow the snow from the northern flank 
over the crest, and permit large masses of snow to accumulate in hollows 
on the southern slopes. Furthermore, daily alternation of melting and 
freezing may be stronger on the southern flank than on the northern, and 
this process is favorable for glacial plucking and for cirque carving. Thus 
in certain cases mountains may have better cirques on their southern ex
posmes than on their northern. If short glaciers descended from cirCJues 
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on Sargent Mountain, their traces could not in any case be separated 
from those of the later continental ice. 

No other indications of cirques were observed. 

THE QUESTION OF MULTIPLE GLACIATION 

In the central part of our continent, where deposition is the main 
process of glaciation, several glacial periods can be distinguished, sep
arated by warm interglacial periods. The sequence of the glacial periods 
is not so clear in the northeast, where erosion was the dominating 
process and the terminal moraines are often under the sea. 

The best evidence for a break in glaciation is a succession of deposits 
in wnich one member has its upper surface leached, oxidized, and per
haps eroded or covered with peat and fossils, while the next higher mem
ber consists of unaltered glacial till. 

There are on Mount Desert Island a great many sand pits where the 
glacial beds are exposed down to bedrock. The author examined these 
pits with this problem of multiple glaciation in mind, but in none of 
them did he find any significant break in the deposition. Perhaps 
deeper deposits at the bottoms of certain basins would give better evi
dence. Unfortunately there are no satisfactory well records available on 
the Island. Nowhere on the I sland did the author find the slightest 
trace of pre-glacial soil, not even in depressions and rock crevices. 

Bastin (5-p. 12), investigating the neighboring districts, sought evi
dence of multiple glaciation in glacial striations crossing each other on 
the bedrock. Cross striations are rather rare on Mount Desert Island. 
Some were observed at Robin's Point, where they seem to · be of very 
local occurrence. They can be explained satisfactorily as due to local 
and temporary variations in ice movement. As glacial striations are 
usually very delicate features and a new period of glaciation would be 
likely to destroy them, cross striations due to multiple glaciation should 
be of relatively rare occurrence. 

THE POTHOLES 

On the southern flank of Cadillac (Green) Mountain there are a num
ber of round holes in the granite, two to ten inches in diameter and 
somewhat less in depth, known as "The Potholes." The usual explana
tion is that boulders were rolled around by water from the melting ice 
and excavated holes in the bedrock, as is often done in present stream 
beds. 
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These pot holes are much more common features of the granite than is 
generally thought; they were fo~nd practically everywhere in the granitic 
mountains in all stages of development, but usually not apparent because 
they are filled with soil. They are most common on the southern flank 
of the mountains. Apparently they have no necessary relation to the 
immediate local relief. They are most frequently found in flat places, 
but are also present on slopes. 

FIG. 27.-Potholes in granite. 

Once by hammering at the bottom of a small pothole a piece of green 
epidote was recovered. Upon repeating this, in most cases the epidote 
was found in the smaller potholes, although this did not hold true for the 
larger holes. 

The occurrence of epidote offers a possible clue to the origin of the 
potholes. Little clusters of green epidote are found scattered through 
the granite in many places. These weather out very readily, leaving 
small round holes an inch or two in diameter. Such holes are abundant 
in the granite and are quite commonly filled with water. Alternate melt
ing and freezing of the water, together with chemical corrosion, has 
widened and deepened some of these holes, while running water, swirling 
sand and gravel in them, perfected their form and enlarged them. In 
the locality specially known as "The Potholes" there is the favorable 
combination of considerable amounts of water at certain seasons and 
much epidote scattered through the granite. That the potholes are 
more common on the southern flank may be explained by the 'more fre
quent alternation of freezing and melting there, whi.le complete removal 
of the epidote from the greatly enlarged cavities is to be expected. 

THE SADDLE PONDS 

The glacial troughs are separated by long narrow N-S ridges. There 
are local saddles in the crests of these ridges, and in the middle of such 
a saddle there is frequently a pond. Among the most characteristic 
ponds of this kind are Saddle Pond on Cadillac (Green) Mountain, one 
north of Gorham Mountain, another south of Kebo Mountain. Where 
there is no pond, there is usually a marshy basin in the rr~iddle of the 
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saddle. The rocks in the saddles show smooth western flanks and cliffed 
eastern edges, as if the ice direction had not been N-S but W-E or 
NW -SE. This explains the presence of the saddle ponds as minute 
glacial trough lakes formed under the same conditions as their big 
sisters in the bottom of the big N -S glacial troughs. In the saddles the 
ice moved from west to east because, as the ice attained its most easterly 
direction during the height of glaciation, it used the saddles as spill
ways, passing from one glacial trough to another. This W-E-moving 
ice transformed the initial saddles into small glacial troughs, and over
deepened these in places just as it did the big N-S glacial troughs. 

GLACIAL AND OTHER DEPOSITS 

THE GLACIAL DEPOSITS OF MOUNT DESERT ISLAND 

The glacial deposits of Mount Desert Island can be classified into three 
types:-

1. Fluvio-glacial deposits 
2. Delta deposits 
3. Unstratified till 

ltJG. 28.-Fluvio-glaclal aeposits at Whales Back. 

FLUVIO-GLACIAL DEPOSITS 

This is the most common surface material over the Island. Its most 
characteristic features are a rough stratification with violent variation 
in size of material and dip of beds, and excessive cross-bedding, often 
with very steep angles. Material of this type can be found between eleva-
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tions of 80 and 500 feet. At the higher levels the cross-bedding and the 
variation in dip are more pronounced, at the lower levels the strata be
come more evenly bedded and form transition to the delta deposits. 
The character of the material indicates deposition by melting waters 
running down the slopes, excessively overloaded and varying constantly 
their volume and velocity. 

The material varies from the finest clay to big boulders and represents 
the entire lithology of the country to the north. A small amount of 
the gravel represents material brought to the I sland from a distance. 
Fossiliferous limestones are occasionally found, probably derived from 
the Silurian rocks about one hundred miles to the north. The major 
part of the material does not seem to have been transported more than 
a few miles. In the northern part of the granitic belt weak rock gravels 
are in excess, but in the southern part of the granitic area the weak 
rock gravels are much less abundant than those of granite. It seems that 
the ice-at least the lower part of it which carried most of the drift
hardly moved at all: Naturally the most violent variation of materials 
is on slopes high up in the mountains; during transportation the ma
terial underwent sorting; therefore we find the rougher stratification of 
the higher slopes becoming more regular and more horizontal nearer sea 
level. 

THE DELT.\. DEPCSITS 

I n several places on tha Island, especially in sheltered valleys, we find 
exposures of finely laminated and well sorted sands forming strictly 
parallel laminae inclined 20 0 - 25 0

• This series of bed~ is sometimes 
truncated by a less perfectly stratified horizontal series, often containing 
much coarse gravel and even cobblestones. Such type of deposition is 
characteristic of delta deposits. As a river bearing glacial debris from 
the melting ice entered the sea, the current was checked and it dropped 
its load to build a gradually expanding delta. The angle at which the 
material came to rest on the front of the delta was the angle of natural 
repose, under sea water about 25 0

; successive additions to the delta front 
formed the "foreset" beds. As the load and velocity of the rivers 
varied, the laminae became finer or coarser, while still coarser material 
was left stranded on the delta surface to form the horizontal "topset" 
beds . 

Complications arose through the gradual emergence of the land. The 
delta deposits, which were formed a few feet below low tide level, be
came exposed to the force of the waves. Only in sheltered bays were 
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they able to survi I'e and emerge above sea le\"el. "Vith this emergence 
the delta mored seaward and new delta deposits were laid down on top of 
the outer beds of the old delta. 

THE UNSTRATIFIED TILL 

It is especially in the bottoms of the deeper valleys that we find unstrati
fied till, composed of debris of all sizes, ranging from clay to big boulders. 
These deposits are well exposed in the open coves of the south shore, 
where they are cut back by the waves. Their thickness is considerable, 
up to 30 feet or more. Probably enough debris was removed from hill
sides and valley bottoms and dragged along the bottom of the ice to form 
the ground moraine represented by these deposits, which are unstratified 
because dropped by the melting ice without the sorting action of water. 

OTH ER DEPOSITS 

THE BL UE C~AY 

In some localit:ies, as ih the smalTer brooks on the south shore, a 
fossi life rous blue clay is found. This clay is extremely fine and plastic, 
blue in color, with streaks of black organic matter locally present. It is 
so soft that I was able to push into it by hand a pipe nine feet long. 
The material seems to be quite homogeneous, showing no variation in 
color or texture. 

The blue clay evidently represents deposition in very quiet water where 
no disturbances took place. Well preserved barnacles indicate that it 
could not have been , ery far from the shoreline. The clay is found 
usually in the shorter valleys, such as Birch Brook, east of Seal Harbor 
and Little Hunter's Brook. It is co\~eTed with stra tified gravels, some 
of which are very erenly graded, as at Sargent Brook, while others are 
similar to the fluvio-glacial deposits, as in Birch Brook. The height of 
the blue clay ranges from 80 to 120 feet above sea level. 

The fossil content of the blue clay shows that the sea stood at the 
time of its deposition more than 120 feet above the present level, and 
that there were subarctic conditions at that time. Clay in such purity 
indicates that at the time of deposition no glacial debris was being 
actively deposited in the vicinity. 

THE SURF ACE DRIFT 

Over the entire I sland the uppermost layer of stratified deposits differs 
from the lower part. Usually it is devoid of strati fication ; it is more 
urownish in C010T and generally of a coarser material than the deposits 
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below. The transition to the stratified drift is rather abrupt, and is usually 
marked by a :fine layer of clay. The uppermost few inches consist of 
gravel and boulders, with black soil. On examination with the microscope 
the unstratified superficial material and the stratified material seem 
to be much alike; the only difference is that the sand grains of 
the surface drif t are coated with a very fine layer of clay, while the 
stratified sand is relatively clean. After washing, the two materials ap
pear almost identical. Closer observation of sand pits disclosed that there 
is often in the superficial drift a vestige of stratification ; and the fine 
clay layer which usually separates the two kinds of material is not per
sistent-the dividing line jumps from one fine clay layer to another. 

The foregoing facts are interpreted to mean that the superficial un
stratified drift is an alteration product of the stratified drift. Surface 
creep and other movements in the superficial zone have largely destroyed 
the stratification and mixed the thin clay layers with the sand. Leaching 
of this surface zone ceases where the descending waters encountered an 
undisturbed clay seam and were by it defl ected laterally. 

FIG. 29.-R esidua l soil on Robins Dill. 

P OST-GLAOI AL SOIL OF WEATHERI~G 

Robins Hill is composed of black granite (diorite), which decomposes 
readily. The granite boulders shown in Fig. 29 are in place, or but 
slightly moved. The soil between these boulders is a granular mass 
of angular fragments from the minerals which composed t~le black 
granite, and the thickness amounts to several feet . As mention ed 
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above, all the granitic mountains and hills have a forest covering except 
the tops of the ridges. This forest grows in a scanty soil, most of which 
is not glacial soil as might be expected, but residual soil due to weather
ing. 

FIG. 30.--Cracks in the g mnite enlarged by weathering. 

The formations of the weak rock belt weather still more readily. The 
rocks on the surface disintegrate into angular boulders, and the cracks 
between them become :filled with a reddish soil. 

TALUS SLOPES 

After the vanishing of the ice, the over-steepened walls of the glacial 
troughs could not long stand in their unstable position, and much of 
their material tumbled down, forming talus slopes composed of big 
boulders. Some of these blocks are of great size, as the Giant and 
Bridge on the southern slope of Jordan Mountain. Another good talus 
of large blocks is found above the bridle path on the Rockefeller estate 
on Bar Hill. Many of the rocks show glacial striations on one side, 
proving their post-glacial origin. 

ERRATI CS 

All over the I sland there are big boulders of foreign material, strangers 
t o these mountains. These e1-ratics or ice-carried boulders sometimes 
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are of enormous size; olle on the estate of Professor Luquer on Sols Cliff 
measures about twenty feet in greatest diameter, and forms a giant 
monulT\ent of the icy past. 

SHORELINE DEVELOPUE T 

SHORELINE OF S UBMERGENCE 

The shoreline of the I sland belongs to the class of .shorelines of sub
mergence. Thi" term does not imply that submergence was the only 
moyement nor even that it was the latest movp.ment; it means only 
that the forms of a dissected land dominate at the shoreline and not 
the forms of a smooth sea bottom. Investigations of the sequence of 
changes in the past are discussed in a previous section. In the following 
paragraphs the features of the pjOesent shoreline are discussed. 

The shoreline of the I sland may be subdivided into three types : one 
developed on granite; another on weak rock; and a third on the contact 
zone between the two types of rock. All three situations show different 
shore forms, depending on the initial character of the shore (steep or 
fiat), the direction of dominant wave attack, and amount of glacial till 
01' other blanketing deposits. 

THE SHORELINE ON GRAN ITE 

Most of the shoreline of the Island is within the weak rock belt. There 
are only two places where the shoreline is on granite, but both show 
very interesting features. 

.small ow/ders, ele~ 40' 
bi9 boulders 1 ~'Z~7t 

upthrown blocks J 
___ s_m_o_o_th_9_~_.an_i_te_.s_IO_'P_e ___ -'.J _____ .~~,,~~~ .. • ~1 ' 

~ <-:i2,~: • . :':.~:~~o<c1i~:~' 

FIG. 31.-The Bakel' Island type of shoreline. This shoreline consists of a relatively 
gen tle slope of granite crowned by a dam formed of uphurled houlders. Back of this 
dam the inland waters are ponded. 

(a) The Bake?' Island Type of Shol'e line.-The most peculiar shore
line is developed on Baker Island, a round little island about one mile 
across, south of Mount Desert, where it is fully exposed to the Atlantic 
waves. At this place, where we might expect to have the highest cliffs, 
we find a smooth, gently sloping rocky platform, which allows the waves 
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to ascend high up the shore. H ere the force of the waves i broken by 
a dam of giant blocks of granite, reaching about forty feet above sea 
level. This boulder dam ponds the inland waters of the island and a 
string of swamps is formed behind it. 

FIG. 32.-The southern sbore of Ba[<er Isl and. Kotc the gentle seaward slope of 
granite, and t he heaped-up boulders above. 

Bascom and Johnson attribute the development of the smooth slope of 
granite primarily to the direction of the joint planes, which here dip at 
a low angle toward the ocean. Such a smooth sloping shore is very char
acteristic of many outlying islands composed of granite. These slopes 
occur not only on the most exposed side, but on three sides or even all 
around the islands, as shown in Fig. 33. This would imply that the joint 

FIG. 33.-Small granitic Island in Penobscot Bay. I slands like this have s mooth , gelltly 
sloping, rocky shore on all sides and no clifl's, probably the result of exfoliation. 

planes dip everywhere slightly towards the sea, and hence that the 
direction of jointing must change on each side of the island. 
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This was at first thought to be incredible, and the assumption was 
made that the granite has hidden joint planes in nearly every direction, 
the waves working along those planes which suit best their profile of 
level. Professor Johnson called the author's attention to the fact 
that the change of dip {)f the joint planes so as to give seaward-sloping 
fractures all about an island is not only credible but a phenomenon to be 
expected where hills are partly submerged. 

When granite which crystallized under very great pressure reaches the 
surface through erosion of overlying beds, the compression is released 
and tension cracks develop which are roughly parallel with the surface, 
as has been described for the exfoliation domes of the High Sierras. 
Scaling-off along this crack may be the main cause of exfoliation. It 
seems possible that all of the curved subhorizontal joint planes on the 
island are of this origin. As they developed parallel to the surfaces of 
the rounded hills, they slope everywhere toward the sea, thereby produc
ing smooth, gently sloping shores. 

1<'10. 34.-ExfoJiation fractures on a partially submerged granitic hill. 

The small vertical cliffs developed by cross fractures passing from one 
exfoliation plane to the next are favorable points of attack for the waves, 
and huge blocks of granite are rifted loose and hurled up on the shore. 
The sizes of the upturned blocks are sometimes astonishing. Blocks 
from 10 to 20 feet long, and 2 or 3 feet thick, lifted by the waves, are not 
uncommon. The boulders of larger size are at the base of the natural 
dam or beach ridge, and the size decreases near the top and on the 
landward slope ; there the boulders are about the size of a man's head 
and well rounded. It is surprising that this dam is developed also on 
the north-facing corner of Baker Island, where the waves have only a few 
miles' fetch. The extraordinary power of the northerly waves will be 
referred to later. 

It is worthy of note that similar boulder dams were not found inland 
at higher elevations. Probably the sea never stood for any considerable 
time at any higher level in post-glacial time. 

The Baker I sland shoreline illustrates the features that occur where 
strong waves attack initially low land of granite. 
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(b) The Thunder Hole Type of Shoreline.-Where the waves attack 
verti,cally jointed granite with an originally steep surface slope, the result 
is 'a ' shoreline which might be called a Thunde1· Hole shoreline, after the 
chasm of this name on Mount Desert. 

The granite is usually parted by joint planes into large rectangular 
blocks. The vertical planes are several feet apart and are very persistent 
in direction. The nearly horizontal joint planes, described above, are 
close together, but inclined slightly in varying directions and are usually 
curved. Because of the large size of the granite blocks, small waves 
leave them practically unaffected, and only the biggest storm waves are 
able to attack them effectively. 1£ the original slope is steep, even 
storm waves are unable to hurl up blocks as on the Baker Island type of 
shoreline. The strong waves remove blocks along the parallel, well de
veloped vertical joints, especially along the S-SE set of master joints, 
which on the southern shore is nearly perpendicular to the shoreline. 
The sepa~~ted blocks are carried downward on the submarine slope and 
in place of the block a hole is left into which the water is crowded dur
ing a storm and has no other escape than upwards. These upward
forced . waves have a tremendous impact, rift up further blocks at the 
base. of the hole, and finally develop a chasm with straight vertical side 
walls called Thunder Holes. 

FIG. 35.- A Thunder Hole shoreline con· 
sists of a · series of marine chasms 
separated by ridges, the seaward ends 
of which are but slightly cliffed. 

It is a wonderful sight to stand above the rocky slopes and watch 
these deep chasms into which, at every swell, the waters roar with a voice 
like thunder. Because of this impressive view, the granitic type of 
shoreline looks extremely rugged and cliffed. But when we look upon 
the profile sideways from a distance, and do not see the thunder holes
only the profile of the ridges between them-we note that on this profile 
very slight cliiling is discernible. It is surprising to find glacial striations 
on these spurs nearly down to sea level. 

When the granitic shoreline is not exposed to full-sized waves, there 
is hardly any noticeable effect. The glacial till is stripped off, but the 
rocks show glacial striations, the waterline is marked by a strip of 
barnacles, and the rocks pass unaffected below sea level.. 
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THE WEAK ROCK SHORELINE 

The effect of waves on ~he weak rocks is very different. Although the 
weak rocks are composed of a great variety of formations, their behavior 
under wave attack is rather uniform. They all have one property in 
common: the rocks have an intricate network of joints, and the small 
fragments break off easily. 

On this much-jointed mass even the effect of small waves is notice
able. The retreat of the shoreline is much more rapid than that 
bordering the granite. The wearing back of the entire mass results in a 
rather straight vertical cliff, the height of which depends upon the steep
ness of the original slope. When the shore is sufficiently high, there 
may be a notch or sea cave at sea level, and a straight, sometimes over
hanging cliff above. The cliffs reach to a height such as is found nowhere 
else along the Atlantic coast of the United States. 

It is rather surprising that on the northern shore of the Island, 
where the waves have a fetch of only a few miles, we find some of the 
highest cliffs, arches and sea caves. 

The assumption that the sea once stood for a considerable time at a 
higher level to form the upper part of the cliffs is not probable. The 
rate of the emergence seems to have been relatively rapid, as is shown 
elsewhere in this report. It is tentatively suggested that following the 
glacial time, the northwest blizzards were much more violent than at the 
present time. The great anti-cyclone formed over the ice cap at the 
time when the ice was somewhat north of our latitude must have pro
duced northwest blizzards of unparalleled fury. 

THE SI-+ORELINE OF THE CONTACT ZONE 

Nowhere on the I sland is the difference in behavior of the granite and 
weak rock under wave attack better exhibited than along the south
eastern shore formed along the contact between these two types of rocks. 
As the molten graniti(; mass forced its way into the 'older rocks, it pene
trated along fractures and eventually incorporated and partially fused 
large masses of the older series. This irregular contact zone of the 
granite and weak rock formations is usually several hundred feet wide. 

The original landform against which the sea came to rest was an 
indented surface, consisting of spurs with glacial troughs between them 
perpendicular to the shoreline. The slopes at the southern ends of the 
spurs were initially steep and cliffed. As the sea attacked these cliffs, it 
found the confused mass of the contact zone. At first it worked against 
the outer portions, in which the weak rock predominated. I n these 
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FH;. :3(j .- (; ,.~at l1 end. one of tbe bighest beacllands of tbe eas lc l"D l'nited States. 
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1;'IG. 37.-A marine arch near Salisbury Cove. 

weak rocks high marine cliffs developed; as the cliffs receded, they pene
trated more and more into the granite. The present cliffs are "at the 
place where the predominating rock is granite, but the unusual height of 
the cliffs is inherited from the weak rock belt. 

FIG. 38.-The Ovens. Marine caves and arches ill weak rocks OIl the northern sbore. 

Some minor examples illustrate the different behavior of the granite 
and the weak rocks under wave attack. Figure 39 shows a portion of 
the shoreline east of Sandy Beach (Newport Cove) . The outer shoreline 
is developed on steep slopes of granite, but the waves have cut through 
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its contact zone in one place and carved a sea cave into the weak rock 
series (locally a part of the granite is here south of a mass of the weak 
rocks), the cliffs overhanging above. rfhe form of the small rock mass 
in the foreground of Fig. 39 is noteworthy. It is composed of granite on 
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lrIG. 39.-Inber ited clill's of the con tact zone shoreline. 

the seaward side and of weak rock on the landward side. The granitic 
side, although fully exposed to the waves, is little affected, but the weak 
rock portion- although it is on the protected side and gets only the re
hound waves-shows sharp cliffing. Hundreds of cases illustrate similar 
behavior of these contrasted rock types. 

I,' Je;. 40.-Cnves near Sandy Beacb (Newport Cove) in cli lIed weak rocks neaL 
gra ni te con tact. 

(a) The Coves.-The physiographic significance of the coves is in 
their bearing on the problem of post-glacial submergence. If the land 
once stood higher during post-glacial time, streams may have cut post
glacial notches in the bottoms of the ice-carved valleys. If the land was 
later submerged, the valleys would be trant;formed into coves, and the 
post-glacial notches-if undisturbed-would pass under sea level. 
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Figure 41 shows the different types of coves which would have de
veloped by 1) a submerged river valley ; 2) an ice-carved valley partly 
occupied by the sea without post-glacial emergence or development of a 
notch; 3) submerged glacial valley in which a post-glacial notch was 
cut when the land stood higher. The two latter cases may be modified 

U 

F IG. 41.-The fo r m of coves: 1 ) submerged river vaHey; 2) glaciated valley now 
partially occupied by sea; 3) glacial valley with a post-glacial notch, indicating former 
higher stand of the land. 

by stream deposition. Only deep sheltered coves can be taken into 
account, because open coves are subject to modification by wave attack. 
Of course, slight incisions made by streams due to tidal variations or to 
seasonal changes of stream volume and channel size should not be mis
taken for post-glacial notches. 

In most of the deep coves, especially in Otter Creek Bay, the incision 
of the stream flowing into the cove is much deeper than the tidal range 
or seasonal changes in streams would account for. Apparently we find 
in this fact support for the view that sometime in the post-glacial period 
the land stood higher than at the present time, and that the last mow-' 
ment was a slight submergence. The drowned river pattern at the 
northern end of Somes Sound and at Marshall Brook also support this 
view, which accords with conclusions revealed by other students of the 
region. 

(b) Beaches, Ba1's and Tombolos.-From the cutting back of the 
cliffs and the stripping off of the glacial debris there was such an 
amount of material available that it could not be entirely carried off 
by the waves; some of it was deposited along the shore. 

The most common features of marine deposition on Mount Desert 
I sland are the fine bayhead beaches. At the head of nearly every cove 
we find these smooth, regularly curved gravel banks. The material varies 
in size, but is mostly composed of gravel ; pure sand beaches are excep
tional. If the supply of material is abundant, and the cove is not too 
much exposed to wave attack, the beach "progrades" or grows out toward 
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the sea. This is commonly the case on the Island, but where the ma
terial is scanty and the waves have easy access to it, we have "retrograd
ing" beaches, such as Little Hunter's Beach, with a freshly cut cliff at 
head of the Bay. 

(c) Spits and Bw/"s.-These are formed when an oversupply of ma
terial, carried by the longshore currents, is built out into the water from 
the sides of the headlands in the form of a narrow sand-ridge. 

Spits occur where the sand-ridge does not reach the next headland 
but terminates in open water. The best examples are between the two 
Cranberry Islands, where spits start out from both of the islands, but 
fail to join, leaving Cranberry Harbor still somewhat open. 

Bars are formed when the sand-ridge almost or entirely closes the 
bay. They are usually concave toward the sea and often have an opening 
for the inflow and outflow of tidal waters. According to the width and 
depth of the bay, the nature of the longshore current, the available load, 

FIG. 42.-Sandy Heach (l'i"ewport Cove) from tbe Beehive. 

the bar may be at the mouth of the bay (as on Long PoncP) ; in the 
midc1le of the bay (as in the submarine bar in Otter Creek Bay) ; or it 
may be driven back into the bays so deep that it actually reaches the 
bayheads, as in Hunter's Beach and Sandy Beach (Newport Cove), where 
the rivers behind the bars are ponded, forming fresh water pools (Fig. 
42) . Behind the bars stream deposition helps to :fill up the coves. 

• The pond her e refer red to Is the lesger Long Pond at Seal Ha rbor, not the Long 
Pond mentioned el sewbere as among the major lakes of tbe ISland. 
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(d) ClI,spate Bars and Tmnbolos,- When a bar forms a V enclosing a 
lagoon or marsh, it is called a cuspate bar, The best example of a 
cuspate bar is at Rice Point, on Sutton Island, When a bar connects an 
island with the mainland or with another island, it is called a tombolo, or 
island-tying bar. Tombolos are very common about Mount Desert I sland. 
The name "Bar Harbor" is derived from a tombolo which connects Bar 
Island with the mainland. N early all the tombolos are flooded at high 
tide." A complex arrangement of bars, spits and tombolos may be noted 
around the Cranberry I slands. 

FIG, 43.- The supposed pre·glacial drainage of Mount Desert Island. 
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THE DRAIN AGE HISTORY 

For better understanding of the drainage problems on MOUllt Desert 
I sland, the writer has attempted to reconstruct the river system of 
the Island as it appeared before the Ice Age. Map Fig. 43 shows the 
result of this study. 

The map is based on the following assumptions : 

1) The pre-glacial drainage was somewhat dendritic in pattern, but due 
to the structures in the granite had a noticeable N -S trend. It was 
in a mature stage of development. 

2) The ice deepened and straightened the N -S valleys; the E-W valleys 
were in general unaffected, except that their north sides were made 
steeper and the southern walls smoothed. 

3) The ice cut through the mountains deep glacial troughs, thereby estab
lishing new drainage routes. 

4) Each of the troughs represents a saddle in the pre-glacial crest, be
tween the head-waters of north-flowing and south-flowing streams. 

5) The pre-glacial crests of the mountains were pushed slightly south- . 
ward during glaciation (see Fig. 44). 

6) The deepest pre-glacial saddles were not necessarily at the place of 
the deepest troughs. The ice deepened most those troughs that were 
not too closely spaced; the others are represented only by smaller 
glacial notches. 

7) The region was depressed during the last stages of glaciation several 
hundred feet under sea level. At the present time the region is still 
in a state of submergence, and the main streams are drowned. 

8) In places where glacial erosion was most vigorous due to convergence 
of ice streams or to other causes, the ice carved basins which are filled 
with lakes at the present time. 

9) Accumulation of glacial debris blocked certain pre-glacial stream 
channels to form lakes or swamps or even displaced streams to new 
courses. 

4 comparison of maps, one showing the pre-glacial drainage, the other 
the present drainage, discloses the marked changes introduced by glacia
tion and change of level. The pre-glacial drainage was well organized, 
while the present drainage shows disarrangement and abnormai condi
tions throughout. 
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FIG. 44.-The shift of the dividp. on Mount Desert Island. The present divide is 
pushed far northward by the incision of ISomes Sound. If the I sland should he sub
merged 100'. Somes Sound would cut tbe Island in two . Tbe divides on tbe r esulting 
two islands would be much nearer the former position at tt~ crest of Mount Desert 
range. 

T HE DIVIDES 

Fig. ±± shows the pre-glacial divide as compared with the divide of 
the present time. The most striking fact brought out by the map is the 
extreme irregularity of the present di ride, illustrating the disorganized 
state of the present drainage. Before the Ice Age the divide was where 
it belonged, at the crest of the Mount Desert range. The present 
diricle is on the crest only at one point; everywhere else it lies far to 
the north as an indistinct line not readilY perceptible in the topography. 
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The northward transfer of the divide is rather accidental; it is the 
result of the presence of Somes Sound, which is cut straight through the 
mountain range and which at its northern end collects all the waters from 
behind the mountain. It is interesting to note that, if Somes Sound 
should cut the Island in two-as it nearly does-the divide on the islands 
so formed would be much nearer the normal position than is the present 
divide. 

THE LAKES 

Lakes are characteristic features of the young stage of drainage de
velopment, and especially so on a glaciated surface. There are about 
forty lakes on this relatively small island, and besides these a great many 
swamps, some of 'which represent filled-in lakes. The lakes belong to 
several types, and may be classified according to their origin. 

FIG. 45 .-Glacial trough south of Bubble Ponel. 

1. LAKES OCCUPYING THE BASINS OF OVER-DEEPENED GLACIAL TROUGHS 

Glacial troughs are' former channels of ice streams, and like ordinary 
river channels they have uneven bottoms. The bottom is deepest in 
places where the channel passes through narrows in the mountains. As 
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the ice melted away, lakes were left in the basins. To this ·typr belong 
the most beautiful lakes of the Island, as the Tarn, Jordan Pond, Bubble 
Pond, Echo Lake, Long Pond, Seal Cove Pond and Hodgdon Pond. 
Somes Sound would belong to this type but for the fact that it was carved 
below sea level and is now filled with salt water. If the land were to 
rjse 50 feet, it would be converted into a lake like the Dthers. 

Most of these lakes are not exactly in the middle of the mountain belt, 
but appear to have been pushed rather northward. This was caused in 
part at least by accumulation of glacial debris at the southern outlets of 
the glacial troughs. 

2. LAKES OCCUPYING FLAT BASINS NORTH OF :MOUNT DESERT RANG:!!; 

FORMED BY OVER-DEEPENING OF THE ICE WHICH CONVERGED BEFORE 

ITS ENTRANCE INTO THE MOUNTAINS 

The formation of these basins is similar to that of the previous type. 
More ice needs a deeper channel and carves deeper at the bottom. The 
difference is that, in this case, the ice was not yet closely confined by 
mountain walls on both sides, and so made broad and shallow depressions. 
Accumulation of till may add to the ponding, but these lakes are essen
tially rock-carved basins, and would exist even if no till were present. To 
this type belong Aunt Betty's Pond ; the pool north of Champlain (N ew
port) Mountain; the northern part of Long Pond and Echo Lake can 
just as well be classified with this type. Eagle Lake is transitional be
tween the first and second type. 

3. LAKES AND SWAMPS FOlumD IN THE SlIfALL TROUGHS AT THE NORTE 

END OF THE GRANITIC LOWLANDS 

To this type belong Lake Wood, and a number of swamps. The origin 
of the basins is the same as in the case of the large glacial trough lakes, 
but they are on a smaller scale. As the continental ice sheet ascended 
from the northern weak rocks upon the lower rim of the granitic low
lands, it utilized the N-S valleys, and deepened them to form miniature 
glacial troughs the over-deepened portions of which constitute lake basins. 

4. LAKES DAMMED BY ACCUMULA7ION OF TILL 

This condition is chiefly respons:ible for the string of lakes from the 
northern edge of Long Pond to Somes Sound. Most of these lakes are 
kept at their present level by artificial dams. A number of swamps 
originated as lakes of this type which are now drained or filled, as those 
north of Somes Sonncl. 
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5. LAKES DERIVED BY DAMMING THE OUTLETS OF RIVERS BY WAVE

BUILT BARS 

183 

Lakes of this type are found at Sandy Beach (Newport Cove) and at 
Hunter's Beach Cove, on the southern shore, as described in the previous 
chapter (see Fig. 42) . 

6. SADDLE LAKES 

Lakes of this type occupy ·small depressions in the saddles of the 
mountains, as the Bowl, Saddle Lake on Cadillac (Green) Mountain, etc. 
The origin of the saddle lakes has already been discussed. They are rock 
basin lakes excavated in glacial spillways by the ice which passed through 
the saddles in a W-E direction from one glacial trough into another. 

7. LAKE MAINTAINED BY BEAVER DAM 

There is one little lake which is held in place by a dam built by 
beavers at Duck Brook, west of Great Hill. This dam is about 150 feet 
long and 6 feet high, and the water held by it is of considerable volume. 

There are extensive swamps in the weak-rock belt, as the N orth-East
ern Branch swamp in the north, and Marshall Brook swamp in the south. 
Actually they do not belong in the group of lakes; they are shallow bays 
of the sea which are now partially filled up. 

POST-GLACIAL STREAM NOTCHES 

Not only have the young streams carved deep gorges in the soft glacial 
debris; they have attackeellocally the granite bedrock itself. Kebo Brook, 
between Cadillac (Green) Mountain and Flying Squadron (Dry) Moun
tain, and the brooks on the northern flank of Sargent Mountain, have 
carved into the granite post-glacial notches which in places are 50 feet 
deep. The big boulders in the bed of the brook are the tools with the 
aid of which this relatively small stream accomplished its work. The 
main joint-system of the granite helped to determine the remarkably 
straight and vertical side walls of the notches. 

DRAIN AGE MODIFICATIONS 

Bascom (4) has described a series of stream captures on ~i(ount Desert, 
and Johnson (21) has expressed some doubt as to the correctness of her 
interpretations. A specific case studied by the writer concerns Aunt 
Betty's Ponel. Bascom (4-p. 128) assumes that this pond, which occu
pies a broad, shallow rocky basin, drained fir3t to the north, and later 
was captured by Richardson's Brook, which enjoyed the advantage of a 
shorter and steeper descent to the sea. 

~-~.--- -----
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Although the map strongly suggests this explanation, the writer ques
tions its validity. The region of Aunt Betty's Pond probably did drain 
to the north in pre-glac'ial times, but it is highly improbable that there 
was a lake there at that time. When the region was glaciated, the ice 
excavated a broad shallow basin at this place. As the ice melted, water 
filled the basin and overflowed to the south, as the ice presumably still 
blocked th e pre-glacial channel to the north . T.he pre-glacial channel is 

jl' IG. 46.-A mal:ine a l'cb at Tbe Ovens. 

visible north of the lake, but there is no notch in the divide which would 
indicate that the lake had an outlet in post-glacial time in this direc
tion, or that captme had taken place in the manner suggested by 
Bascom. 

F UTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The unbalan ced condition of the present drainage cannot last long. 
The streams will cut down their barriers and fil l up the basins. The 
lakes and swamps will thus disappear, as many of the fonner lakes and 
swamps have already done. The streams will clean out their valleys, 
carrying off first the unconsolidated glacial material. Later they will cut 
into the bedrock, widen their valleys, and if uninterrupted in their work, 
will finally level down the land to a nearly flat peneplane, unless the sea 
waves first sweep away the I sland. The granitic mountains were able 
to withstand peneplanation during at least one long erosion epoch, and 
sunived as monadnocks. If a similar long erosion epoch should now fol
low, they would not be so well able to survive because of their dismembered 
condition caused by glaciation. 
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